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a b s t r a c t

In this Letter we report a method for controlling electronic localization in a molecular ion, on an attosec-
ond time scale, using a high-intensity laser, based on two different excitation mechanisms. One takes
place during ionization, and the other takes place sequentially, following ionization. The electronic
excited states of the hydrogen molecular ion are created during ionization by taking the configuration
interaction mixing of neutral molecules into account. We detect the ultrafast oscillatory electronic
motion between two atoms in a hydrogen molecular ion occurring due to the creation of excited states
during the course of ionization.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The behaviors of the molecules in a high power laser have been
extensively studied, both theoretically and experimentally. Such
work has looked at photoionization and dissociation [1–7], Cou-
lomb explosions [8], and high harmonic generation [7,9]. Com-
pared to other molecular dynamical processes, molecular
excitation has received less attention, both theoretically and exper-
imentally, because the excitation probabilities of the molecules are
considered to be too small to affect their dynamical processes. This
is due to the fact that the typical frequency of a high power laser is
much smaller than that of electronic motion, leading to adiabatic
behavior. However, excitation might play important roles in vari-
ous molecular electronic and dynamical processes [10–14]. For
example, it is well known that the electronic excitation of neutral
molecules enhances ionization rates significantly [10,15]. Another
example may be the photodissociation process of molecules in an
intense femtosecond pulsed laser. According to recent experiments
involving mass spectra [3,10], the observed fragmentation yields of
molecular ions M+ can be larger than expected, this is as per our
calculations carried out using the Keldysh–Faisal–Reiss (KFR) the-
ory [16–18] combined with the RRKM theory [3,19]. This fragment
enhancement may be explained by taking electronic excitations
into account, since the creation of an electronically excited ion
may open new fragmentation channels.
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Recently, Palacios et al. [12,13] studied the excitation and ioni-
zation of hydrogen molecules in an ultra-short VUV laser pulse by
solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, including the
vibrational degrees of freedom. Their results showed that Rabi-
type oscillation is induced, which is not accessible by direct photon
absorption. Teranishi et al. [14] and Gibson et al. [20–23] have
studied high multiphoton excitation, where Gibson et al. have as-
sumed nearly degenerated final states so that the dynamical Stark
shift is negligibly small. Teranishi et al. have assumed that the first
excitation energy is much larger than both the photon energy and
the transition energy between excited states. Excited states are
strongly coupled with each other by the photon and these Editors
found that a collective excitation takes place in which the excita-
tion probability of every excited state is almost a linear function
of intensity on a log–log plot, and the slope is independent of the
final state. The results agree well with the recent experiments per-
formed by Kong et al. [24,25]. Markevitch et al. [10] calculated the
total fragmentation fraction of polyatomic molecular ions via a
sequential non-adiabatic electronic excitation model. The strong
laser field merges all of the electronic states into a quasi-contin-
uum, or QC. The non-adiabatic transition from ground to contin-
uum excitations, through a doorway (charge-transfer) state,
induces multi-electron polarization, leading to dissociative ioniza-
tion within pulse duration. This model can qualitatively reproduce
the experimental data reflecting dissociative ionization in large
molecules. However, since this model consists of three elements,
namely, the photofragmentation of neutral molecules, a multi-
electronic distribution, and dissociative ionization, it is difficult
to check its validity solely by measuring the dependence of the la-
ser field on intensity, wavelength and pulse duration. Recent
experiments have demonstrated a new approach for controlling
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the electron localization in a D2 molecule, using the attosecond
pulse train (APT) and a many-cycle infrared pulse [26], where the
APT is synthesized using both even and odd high-order harmonics
with an IR field. Researchers have also performed a numerical sim-
ulation by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,
determining that the excitation will take place after a long propa-
gation along the internuclear distance, with an IR pulse, inducing
the asymmetric ejection of the deuterium ions. The maximum
asymmetry is estimated to be approximately 2%, both theoretically
and based on experimental results.

Our aim in this Letter is to study possible mechanisms for the
creation of electronically excited ions and for the control of elec-
tron localization in molecular ions, on an attosecond time scale.
Here we consider two excitation mechanisms; one takes place dur-
ing the ionization process, while the other takes place sequentially,
following the ionization. The ground-state wave function of a neu-
tral molecule has small components stemming from doubly ex-
cited configurations. If an electron is removed from said doubly
excited configurations, the resultant ion is naturally in an excited
state. This is the excitation mechanism that takes place during
the course of ionization, which is expected to occur more evidently
for molecules having larger doubly excited components in ground
state. The adiabatic DC Stark mixing mechanism, on the other
hand, takes place after the ionization of a neutral molecule. Since
ionization takes place predominantly when the laser intensity is
maximum, the ionized molecules are still in the laser field, which
induces the excitations of the ions. When the field oscillation is
sufficiently slow relative to the electronic motion, the electronic
wave function exhibits a form of oscillatory motion following the
adiabatic eigenstates, under a static DC electric field, which can
be regarded as a type of (de-)excitation. Since this excitation prob-
ability returns to zero when the laser is turned off, we refer to it as
field-driven (or temporal) (de-)excitation, due to the adiabatic DC
Stark mixing. This kind of excitation may be hard to observe. How-
ever, it is expected that the use of the attosecond laser as a probe
enables us to observe the ultrafast motion of electronic wave pack-
ets [27,28]. It should be noted that these attosecond dynamics are
induced by the substantially longer duration of the interaction (i.e.,
the femtosecond laser).

In this Letter, we use a hydrogen molecule as an example. The
electronic wave-packet motion of a hydrogen molecular ion
[27,28], due to the excitation during the ionization, is calculated
under fixed nuclei and strong field approximations. We find that
an ultrafast oscillation of an electron cloud between two hydrogen
atoms, even though it is subsequent to the ionization, oscillates
with the frequency of the laser, due to the field-driven DC Stark
mixing.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the theoretical methods of calculating parameters of the molecular
ionization process and the excitation mechanisms of molecular
ions. Here we consider the different excitation mechanisms: exci-
tation during ionization and field-driven DC Stark mixing. The exci-
tation during ionization is calculated by taking the CI mixing of
molecules into account. In Section 3, we show the numerical re-
sults and present a discussion of the time-dependent excited state
populations and electronic wave-packet motion, as calculated
based on the different excitation mechanisms. In Section 4, we con-
clude and summarize this work.
2. Theoretical methods

2.1. The generalized KFR theory for molecules with CI

As shown in the introduction, ionization stemming from a dou-
bly excited component results in the production of an excited ion.
The probability of this process can be calculated with the use of the
generalized KFR theory [16] with the initial wave function having a
doubly excited configuration. In this subsection, the mathematical
details of the basic formulation are presented. The electronic ex-
cited states are characterized by nuclear repulsive potential, and
electronic motion is affected by nuclear motion. Throughout the
paper we assume that nuclear motion is negligible (fixed nuclei
approximation), because the excitation mechanisms considered
in this work occur within a short period of time (a few fs).

Here we consider the single ionization of a neutral molecule in
ground state, which exhibits a wave function, given by wM (r, R).
Due to the irradiation of the laser field, ~FðtÞ ¼ � d

dt
~AðtÞ ¼~F cos xt,

an electron is emitted with varying momentum, ~p, leading to the
production of molecular ions, both in ground and excited states.
Throughout the remainder of this paper we have used atomic units.

The total wave function of a molecule in the intense laser field is
given by:

WMðr;R; tÞ ¼ wMðr;RÞ expð�iEgtÞ þWþMðr;R; tÞ; ð1aÞ

WþMðr;R; tÞ ¼
Z

d3p
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X
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where Eg is the ground-state energy of a neutral molecule, r denotes
the electron spin and coordinates, R denotes the nuclear coordi-
nates, wa

Mþ ð~p; r;R; tÞ (wg
Mþ ð~p; r;R; tÞ) are the electronic wave functions

of the molecular ion in the excited state, a (in the ground state, g),
with the ionized electron having momentum ~p. Here, the coeffi-
cients, cað~p; tÞ, neglecting the Coulomb potential, cgð~p; tÞ, are calcu-
lated perturbatively as follows:
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with k = g, a. Here, the velocity gauge is adopted for the interaction
Hamiltonian, in KFR theory.

The neutral-state wave function with doubly excited configura-
tion is described by the linear combinations of Slater determinants,
as follows:
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where Ne is the number of electrons, bM
k;j are the molecular ion orbi-

tal coefficients for the jth nucleus, the subscript D represents a dou-
bly excited configuration, H is the highest molecular orbital
(HOMO), and cg and cab are the CI coefficients of the ground and
doubly excited configurations, respectively. We note that in Eq.
(3a) arbitrary two orbitals in the Slater determinant, in the second
line, are replaced by the excitation configurations /�a and /�b, where
the Slater determinant in the first line is considered as a reference.
The ionized-state wave function is given by the following:
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Figure 1. Excited state populations obtained during the ionization of a neutral
hydrogen molecule, taking CI mixing into account, plotted as a function of laser
intensity. The wavelength of the laser is fixed at k = 800 nm.
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where bMþ

k;j are the molecular ion orbital coefficients for the jth nu-
cleus and /p is the Volkov wave function in the velocity gauge
[17,18]. As discussed in our previous papers [5–7], it is reasonable
to assume that the ionization predominantly takes place with the
HOMOs. The atomic orbitals (AOs), vj, are therefore given by the
AOs of the hydrogen atom.

Using a generalized Bessel function, the populations of the
ground and singly excited states of molecular ions at t = T = 2p/x
can be calculated as follows [3,6]:
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with Vp ¼ e~F�~p
mex2, U ¼ e2F2

4mex2, and ck (k = g, a) representing the CI coeffi-
cient, where k = g represents the ground state and k = a = 1,...,Ns are
the Ns excited states.

The electronic wave-packet motion is defined as follows:

Z
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where the molecular axis is taken as the z-axis, the origin (0 0 0) is
at the center of the hydrogen atoms, and hp is measured from the z-
axis. Since time-dependent electronic motion in a hydrogen molec-
ular ion is dependent on the momentum of the ionized electron of
the molecule, in this work we observe the electronic wave-packet
motion by fixing the direction of the ionized, outgoing electron at
the molecular axis, and plot

R
dz d

d cos hp
jWþMðr;R; tÞj

2
:

2.2. DC Stark shift

In this subsection, we present the calculation of the electronic
excitations, which takes place following the ionization. If the field
oscillation is slow compared to the electronic motion, the result-
ing excited states adiabatically change under the static DC field.
This field driven (temporal) (de-)excitation probability is calcu-
lated by taking the adiabatic DC Stark mixing into account. The
adiabatic energy levels of molecular ions are given by diagonaliz-
ing the energy matrix under the slowly oscillating electric field
given by

hwijĤ0 þ V̂ðtÞjwji ¼ Eidij � hwij~l �~FðtÞjwji; ð7Þ

where wi are the unperturbed states, ~l is the dipole moment oper-
ator, the indices i, j = 0,... ,Ns, and Ei expresses the ground (i = 0) and
excitation (i, j = 0,... ,Ns) state energies, without the laser field. The
eigenenergies, e(k), and eigenvectors, u(k), are defined as the eigen-
values and eigenvectors obtained by diagonalizing the energy ma-
trix in Eq. (7). The total wave function is given by the
superposition of u(k) as follows:

Wðr; tÞ ¼
XNs

k¼0

akuðkÞðr; tÞ: ð8Þ
The coefficients, ak, are determined by assuming that the molec-
ular ion is in the ground state at t = 0 (i.e., hwijwiWðr; 0ÞWðr;0Þi ¼PNs

k¼0akhwijwiuðkÞðr;0ÞuðkÞðr;0Þi ¼ di0). The coefficients, ak, are as-
sumed to be time-independent under the slowly oscillating laser
field.

Populations of the states, wl (l = 0,... ,Ns), are given by

Pl ¼ j wljWðr; tÞh ij2: ð9Þ

As mentioned in the introduction, to perform a comparison of
the electronic wave-packet motion induced by different excitation
mechanisms, we define the electronic density distribution of
molecular ions. The electronic density, q(x,y), projected onto the
(x, y) plane is defined by

qðx; yÞ ¼
Z 1

�1
dzjWðr; tÞj2: ð10Þ
3. Numerical results and discussion

In this section, we show the numerical results pertaining to the
population of electronic excited states and the electronic wave-
packet motion for a hydrogen molecule. The internuclear distance
of a neutral hydrogen molecule, R = 1.4 a.u., is taken from a data-
base [29], while the ground-state energy and probability of the
doubly excited configuration of a neutral molecule are calculated
via the CID method. The ground and excited states of the molecular
ion are calculated via the CIS method. The above calculations are
performed using the GAUSSIAN03 program [30]. Under fixed nuclei
approximation, the geometry of a molecular ion is the same as that
of a neutral molecule. 6-31G+(d, p) basis sets are used throughout
these calculations. Here, we assume a linearly polarized laser along
the molecular axis.

According to the calculated CI coefficients of the neutral hydro-
gen molecule, the ground state of the neutral hydrogen molecule
contains the ground (�98.8%) and a doubly excited (�1.2%) config-
urations, while the contribution from other configurations is negli-
gible. The calculated vertical ionization potential is Ip = 15.36 eV.
The first excitation energy of a molecular ion, H2

+, is given by
E(D1) = 18.52 eV at the equilibrium nuclear distance, R = 1.4 a.u.,
of the neutral molecule (H2). It should be noted that the transition
dipole moments between the ground and excited states, which are
higher than the first excitation, are negligible (i.e., j~l0ij � j~l01j
(i > 1). Therefore, our system can be regarded as a two-energy-level
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Figure 2. First excited state populations of Hþ2 at a laser intensity I = 1014 W/cm2

and a wavelength k = 800 nm, plotted as a function of time. The solid (dashed) curve
shows an excited state population calculated by DC Stark (DC Stark and CI) mixing.
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system, and a doubly excited configuration can be regarded as two
electrons in the first excited state.

In Figure 1, we plot the laser intensity dependence of the exci-
tation probability of a molecular ion created following the ioniza-
tion of a neutral hydrogen molecule in the configuration mixed
ground state (see Eq. (5)). Here, and in what follows, the laser
wavelength, k, is assumed to be k = 800 nm. For the calculation of
the electronic excited-state probability of a molecular ion, at time
t = T = 2p/x = 2.67 fs, where x is the laser frequency, we use the
generalized KFR theory for the photoionization process. As we find
in the figure, the curve shows a number of small oscillations, which
usually appear in a photoionization rate constant as a function of
the laser intensity, calculated using the KFR or Keldysh theory. This
is due to the different behavior exhibited at each absorbed photon
number. The curve increases slowly with increasing laser intensity,
beginning from 0.25% at an intensity of I = 1013 W/cm2 and
Figure 3a. Electron distributions of Hþ2 with excitation during ionization, taking CI mix
I = 1014 W/cm2 and the wavelength is k = 800 nm, and that, at t = 0, the laser field is sw
toward the positive x-axis. The height of the peak is 0.15, which is divided into 10 equa
approaching 1.8% at I = 1015 W/cm2. We can see in Figure 3a that
the observation of the time dependence of the wave-packet motion
caused by the CI mixings can be continued, where the probability
of an electronic excited state is less than 1%. Thus, a CI mixing
mechanism works reasonably well for inducing electronic wave-
packet motion in a hydrogen molecular ion. Since KFR or Keldysh
theories are strong field theories and Coulomb interaction is trea-
ted as a perturbation, the laser intensity should be strong enough
to ionize the neutral molecule. In the case of a H2 molecule,
I > �3 � 1013 W/cm2 gives a rate constant of W > 10�9 s�1, there-
fore it is reasonable to apply the KFR or Keldysh theory at a range
of intensity, I, greater than 1013 W/cm2.

In Figure 2, the first excited-state probability at the laser inten-
sity I = 1014 W/cm2 is plotted as a function of time. The solid and
dashed lines show the probability calculated by taking the DC Stark
and the DC Stark and CI mixing into account, respectively. Here we
assume that at t = 0 there is no electric field (i.e., a laser field
~FðtÞ ¼~F sinðxtÞ is used). In this figure, we find that CI mixing in-
creases the population of excited state electrons independent of
time. We also find that the degree of increase can be estimated
by taking into account the excitation during ionization (0.33%),
which is comparable in magnitude to that obtained in the case of
the adiabatic DC Stark mixing (0.55%). Both curves show slow
oscillation with a periodicity of T/2 = p/x = 1.33 fs, which is equiv-
alent to a half cycle of the laser field.

In Figures 3a and b, we plot the time-dependent electronic
wave-packet motion of a hydrogen molecular ion, calculated (a)
through the excitation mechanism during the course of ionization
by taking the CI mixing into account, and (b) due to both adiabatic
DC Stark and CI mixings. Here, the laser intensity is fixed at
I = 1014 W/cm2 and the wavelength is k = 800 nm. We also note
that, in (a), the laser field is switched off after the ionization, while
in (b) the laser field is present during and after the ionization. In
Figure 3a, the excited states are populated during the ionization
of a neutral hydrogen molecule due to the CI mixing, subsequently
the electronic excited state population of the hydrogen molecular
ion following ionization is approximately 0.33%. Here, we fix the
direction of the ionized outgoing electron momentum toward
ing into account. We note that, before the ionization (t < 0), the laser intensity is
itched off. Here, we fix the direction of the ionized outgoing electron momentum
lly spaced contour lines.
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positive x. At t = 0, the electrons are distributed symmetrically
about the vertical axis, and the two peaks are concentrated on H
atoms. As time progresses, the electron cloud begins to move to-
ward the left, and oscillates between two hydrogen atoms with
an approximate periodicity of t ¼ 2p=EHþ2

ðD1Þ ¼ 225 as, which is
much smaller than the time period of the oscillation of the laser
field. If the ionized outgoing electron momentum tends toward
negative x, the electron cloud begins to shift toward positive x.
In Figure 3b, it is shown that the electronic excited states are pop-
ulated, during the course of ionization; this is due to adiabatic DC
Stark mixing. We should note here that the initial electron distri-
bution at t = 0 depends on the relative phase of the coefficients,
c0 and c1, and that the direction that the electron cloud moves in
depends solely on the factor of the time dependence of the laser
field, ~FðtÞ. Here, we assume that, at t = 0, the electron clouds are
symmetrically distributed about the vertical axis, and that the
coefficients are consequently determined to be c0 = 0.998 and
c1 = ±0.057i, where the magnitudes, |c0|2 = 0.9967 and |c1|2 =
0.0033, are obtained from the excited state population during the
course of ionization, which is caused by the CI mixing. As time pro-
gresses, the electron cloud moves toward the right, and at t = T/
2 = 1.33 fs it returns to its original distribution, before moving to-
ward the left at t = 3T/4. Finally, following an optical cycle, the elec-
tron cloud returns to the original distribution as at t = 0, due to its
adiabaticity. The periodicity of the oscillation of the electron cloud
between two atoms is T = 2p/x = 2.67 fs. It seems that, in the pres-
ence of the laser field, the motion of the electron clouds is almost
the same despite the inclusion of the CI mixing. It should be noted
that for both Figures 3a and b, we have used an identical scale for
the contour plot (i.e., the height of the peak is 0.15, which is di-
vided into 10, equally spaced contour lines).

4. Summary and conclusions

In this work we have calculated the electronic wave-packet mo-
tion in a hydrogen molecular ion by considering two different elec-
tronic excitation mechanisms. One takes place during the course of
ionization, while the other takes place sequentially, after ioniza-
tion. For a description of the molecular wave function and calcula-
tion of the photoionization rate constant, we use the KFR theory; a
strong field approximation theory.

By including the CI mixing in the ground state of a hydrogen
molecule, the excited state is created during the ionization process.
In spite of the fact that, after ionization, the population of excited
state is estimated to be 0.33%, which appears to be a very small
quantity, we have still succeeded in inducing ultrafast electronic
motion by switching off the laser following ionization. In our case,
relative to the periodicity of the laser T = 2.67 fs, the periodicity of
the electronic oscillation between H atoms is T = 225 as, which is
roughly 1/10 the length of the periodicity of the oscillating laser
and oscillation induced by DC Stark mixing. Following ionization,
the DC Stark mixing creates the excited states, and the excitation
probability changes adiabatically under the driven field. Electronic
motion under DC Stark mixing follows the oscillating field, and its
maximum probability is 0.45%, which is comparable to that created
by CI mixing (0.33%). Although a H2 molecule is the most trivial
case for a discussion of CI mixing, it is expected that the contribu-
tion to excitation probability in a larger molecule would be much
larger, due to the number of electron correlations. For example,
in the case of O2 and N2 molecules, excited state probabilities in
the neutral molecules are estimated in KFR theory, at a laser inten-
sity I = 1014 W/cm2 and a wavelength of k = 800 nm to be roughly
4%; more than 3 times that of a hydrogen molecule. The ejection
asymmetry of Dþ2 [26] is roughly estimated to be 2%, both theoret-
ically and experimentally, which is larger than that obtained in our
calculations. If we take CI mixing, at a large nuclear distance
(�4 a.u.), into account, double configuration reaches �24% in a
neutral H2 molecule. Although the excited state population is
somehow expected to be reduced during ionization, CI mixing
may still induce a non-negligible contribution to a localization in
the electron density, and to electron movement between the two
hydrogen atoms, at a velocity corresponding to the inverse of the
energy gap, which is also observed in the ejection asymmetry of
Dþ2 [26].
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We expect that our approach, based on excitation during ioniza-
tion, can be applied to larger molecule systems, which enables us
to discuss electronic motion in ions, and to present a quantitative
discussion of the fragmentation patterns, and the angular and
momentum distributions. Although we have not discussed the dis-
sociation of molecular ions in this Letter, for large molecular ions
we expect that the number of fragments produced from excitation
during ionization is comparable to the total number of fragments.
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